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GM post market monitoring should not be a justification for maintaining a flawed
environmental risk assessment process. It should not be a justification for ignoring scientific
uncertainties and not implementing the precautionary principle. Also it should not be a
justification for applicants not to provide the necessary data during the risk assessment phase.
The EU citizens can reasonably expect that scientific best practice is used to avoid harm by
properly assessing risks. It is a reasonable expectation that EU authorities act from a
perspective of global responsibility, e.g. by helping to prevent large-scale environmental harm
in countries which export GM feed. GM regulation and monitoring is required to safeguard
the health and environment of about 500 million inhabitants of the EU.
GMO risk assessment is genuinely interdisciplinary. It requires expertise on the molecular
level, on the organism level, on the population level, on the ecosystem level, on the landscape
and regional level, and on the socio-economic level with specific methodological
requirements each. Effects on higher levels cannot be tested in experiments. They require
monitoring, modelling and geo-statistics.
Case specific monitoring (CSM) assesses risks caused by a specific GM crop as identified
during risk assessment and to confirm the correctness of assumptions made during risk
assessment. CSM is largely hypotheses driven.
General Surveillance (GS) requires exposition monitoring as basic information, involving the
observation of unintended dispersal processes and the occurrences of impurities. GS assesses
environmental interactions of different GM crops to capture long-term, large-scale,
cumulative, and combinatory effects. GS can be nul- and alternative hypothesis driven and
screens also for unexpected effects. Without using hypotheses GS would not be sciencebased. GS also serves to elaborate new hypotheses.
As a basic requirement we need a public GMO cultivation register, listing year, precise
location and variety. Of equal interest is a register of unintended occurrence and spread of
GM plants in the environment. An industry-independent National Synthesis Office is needed
for each EU member state. Already existing other environmental monitoring programmes are
not a substitute for PMEM but may provide interpretation frameworks, e.g. agricultural
statistics, location of conventional crops, pest and soil monitoring.
Examples of PMEM monitoring topics are unintended occurrences of GM plants, as
volunteers, ferals, seed impurities, covering agricultural areas and beyond. To detect
hybridisation events with wild relatives is important, as well as occurring conflicts with
biodiversity conservation goals and the extent of changes in agricultural practice. For Btplants it is important to monitor Bt resistance levels of target biota and shifts towards
secondary pests. The use of HT plants makes it necessary to pay attention to potential effects
in water courses and ground water.

Major deficits in monitoring conceptions encompass the coverage of combinatory effects,
large scale interactions on landscape level and gross economic consideration balancing
benefits like savings in crop cultivation with additional cost e.g. to deal with impurities and
for conflict management.
For GMO monitoring to be efficient it is required to have adequate financial resources
comparable to those for forest damage monitoring (Level II) or water monitoring. It is
necessary to have industry independent national and EU synthesis offices to bring information
together. Risk assessment and monitoring should have separate organisation frameworks and
be accompanied by independent environmental research with adequate funding.
As a summarising opinion it can be stated that the current PMEM implementation is not yet
able to gather and evaluate adequate environmental data and inform the public. The cost of
monitoring should not be an issue when deciding what is necessary to safeguard citizens and
the environment.
Further scientific background on PMEM was elaborated during the SIGMEA project (6th
framework programme) in Work Package 8: Monitoring of environmental effects of GM
crops, see http://www.inra.fr/sigmea/deliverables
The 3rd international conference on Implications of GM crop cultivation at large spatial scales
will be held in Bremen, Germany 14-15th of June 2012, see www.gmls.eu; it will also cover
monitoring issues.

